A systematic method is presented for studying the stability of the solution of a quantum system with both zero temperature and non-zero temperature. It employs the generalized action functional and its first and second derivatives. The zero eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of the matrix constructed by the second derivative of the action functional determine the eigenmode of the spectrum. It gives the generalized on-shell condition applicable to the space-time translation noninvariant case also.
The purpose of the present paper is to give a general formalism to discuss the stability of any given solution of the quantum mechanical system. We give our arguments step by step in accordance with the complexities of the problem; we first discuss an N-particle system and then a system described by the second quantized field. These systems can be both non-relativistic and relativistic and are first assumed to be in the zero temperature. Therefore our solution refers in this case to the ground state expectation value of any quantum operators. Discussions are then generalized to the non-zero temperature where we deal with the statistical average of the quantum variables.
Our formalism turns out to provide a systematic derivation of exact bound state equations composed of any number of particles. For example the Bethe-Salpeter (B-S) equation l ) (and its generalization to the non-zero temperature case) of the relativistic field theory emerges as a special case.
The minimum property of the vacuum energy and its relation to the B-S equation have been discussed by Kugo in the lowest approximation for the special type of interaction.
)
This was generalized to full order and to any type of interaction by the author.
3 )
The present paper is elaboration of the latter and studies the dynamical stability of any quantum system by using the generalized action functional. Note that the vacuum energy is obtained as a special case of the effective action and we cannot discuss the time dependent dynamical behavior by the study of the vacuum energy only.
In order to clarify what we are going to do in the following, let us consider a classical N-particle system described by the particle co-ordinate qi ( (1) the Lagrange equation of motion is given by the functional derivative of I: (2) Let a solution to this equation be q/O)(t), which is assumed to be a bounded function for the interval of t we are interested in. It can be a static or a stationary solution as a special case. In order to discuss the stability of q/O)(t), we look for another solution qi(t) to Eq. (2) near q/O)(t) by setting qi(t)=q/O)(t)+Llq;(t) and assume Llqi(t) to be small. Then up to the first order in Llqi(t), we get (3) (4) Here ("')0 denotes the value of ( ..
t)(i=1 ~ N) and the Lagrangian L(qi(t), q;(t), t). Here q;(t) is the time derivative qi(t)-=dqi(t)/dt.

Defining the action I, a functional of qi(t), by
1= !dtL(qi(t), rji(t), t),
0--OJ -Oqi(t) d aL dt arj i(t) aL aq;(t) .
. ) at qi(t)=q/O)(t).
We have used and will use in the following the Einstein convention that, unless otherwise stated, the repeated indices are summed over. Thus in Eqs. (3) and (4), L:.7=1 is implied.
Equation (3) means that Llqi(t) is an eigenvector or an eigenmode corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of the matrix IfP(t, t')=(o2I/oqi(t)oqj(t'))0. In terms of the Fourier coefficients Llq/w)=f dteiwtLlqj(t), we have
!dw'DJ>(w, -w')Llqiw')=O. ( 
5)
If q/O)(t) is a static solution, then IfP(t, t') is a function of t-t' and DP(w, -w')
is diagonal in w. In this case we write DJ>(w, -w')=o(w-w')IfJ>(w) and Eq. (5) becomes (6) Let eigenvalues of DJ>(w) be written by tl(k)(w) then the solution is given, using Dirac's o-function, by the form, 
In case W(k) contains the imaginary part, Llqi(t) blows up for t=+oo or -00. Such a solution, however, cannot directly be found as a well defined solution of Eq. (3) so that we follow here the usually adopted procedure: Let us assume that the. Lagrangian L contains a set of parameters Pk(k=l ~ n) then by solving Eq. (3) we determine the stable region Q in the parameter space in which all the eigenmodes are stable modes. Then boundary of Q fixes the critical values of Pk beyond which the solution q;'O)Ct) becomes unstable. Our task is thus to find the region Q.
In the case where q;'O)(t) depends on t, we have to diagonalize Eq. (3) or (5) in two indices (i, w). We can write in this case as where UiW,kW' diagonalizes IF]l(w, -w'). Therefore (8) where where V(k»O is the eigenvalue of Vu and Ck is some constant. Now we get, by
(c.c. implies complex conjugation). The stable region Q of the parameter space is defined by positive definiteness of Vu -a well-known fact.
We discuss the same problem for any quantum mechanical system and for quantum statistical system. Our main observation in this paper is the utility of the generalized action functional r[ rP] written in terms of the expectation value rPi of the operator. In terms of r, there is a complete parallelism between the classical and the quantum system:
If our system is described by a quantum field theory, r is usually called the effective action in particle physics,5) so that we call r effective action in the following.
For the quantum statistical system, the generalized action functional r does not exist in the strict sense but the above formal processes work through with a minor modifications (see below).
We work in the following mainly in the path integral or the functional integral representation for notational convenience but all the discussions can be done in the operator formalism. § 2. Quantum N-particle system Since qi(t) is now an operator, we have to define the expectation value. For that purpose, we introduce artificial sources j i( t) (i = 1 ~ N) into the theory and set h(t) = 0 at the end of calculations. Now let us define the generating functional W[j] by the path integral expression: where T symbolizes the chronological ordering. We now make the Legendre transform defining ¢i(t) for non-zero ji(t) by (11) The definition of the effective action is 
A solution of Eq. (13) is written as ¢(O)(t) and we look for another solution of the form ¢i(t)= ¢/O)(t)+ Ll¢i(t), then we get 
Equations (12), (13), (14) (or (15)) are the solutions to our problem. We see that Eqs. (14) and (15) determine the eigenmode of the spectrum of our system. The "generalized on-shell condition" is obtained which is applicable to the time translation non-invariant case also. It reads as
where the determinant is taken regarding indices it( iw) and jt'(j -w') as indices of rows and columns. Let us investigate the structure of (14) 
the whole infinite time interval and y( ¢(O») is the energy of the ground state in which the expectation value of qi(t) is ¢i(O). This property is also common to the action. The diagrammatic rule to calculate r[ ¢] is known: If the system is described by the quantum Lagrangian L(qi(t), qi(t)) then we insert qi (t)=¢i(t) +q/(t) into L and omit the term linear in q/(t) or q/(t). Then L becomes L(¢i(t), ¢i(t), t) +L', where L' depends on q/(t), q/(t), ¢i(t) and ¢i(t). r[¢] is given by (20)
where the first term represents the tree term and Llr[¢] is the loop correction which is the sum of the one-particle irreducible vacuum diagrams generated by L'.
We can generalize the above arguments to include the two particle operators qi 2 (t) or higher operator;sor operators of any function of qi(t). These operators are written as Oi(t) and we introduce ji(t) for each i to define W[j] and make Legendre transformation to obtain r[¢] by (ll) and (12). Ll¢i(t) is the eigenvector of the pole of the Green's function matrix < TOi(t)O/t'». For the case Oi(t)=qi 2 (t) for instance it represents the two particle bound state pole. The diagrammatic rule for obtaining r [¢] in the general case, however, is not known yet.
Example Consider the Lagrangian of one particle system L=(m/2) q2-(k/2)q2. Then we have, apart from irrelevant constant
The equation determining ¢(t) is 0= oF/o¢(t) = -m¢'(t) -k¢(t). Take a (trivial) solution ¢(O)(t)=O, then writing ¢(t)=¢(O)(t)+Ll¢(t), Ll¢(t) or Ll¢(w) is determined by (-mai+ k)L1¢(w)=O, so that L1¢(w)r:x. o( -mw 2 + k) and L1¢(t)r:x.expz) kim t +c.c.···.
The stability condition is k>O. Since the Lagrangian is quadratic in q, we get the same equation for ¢ as for q in the classical system, § 3. Quantum field theory-the case of local field The system is now described by the quantized bosonic fields if;/(x, t) or fermionic field if;kf(X, t), if;f(X, t)t. Here x is the space co-ordinate and the indices i, k, I specify different kinds of field or the spin components. We use the notation x for x and t and write these fields collectively as
The 
L1¢k(X) is the eigenvector of the pole of the Green's function matrix
This is a consequence of the relation, with obvious notations,
where 8 4 
(x-y)=8 3 (x-y)8(t-t') and we have introduced x=(x, t), y=(y, t'). ilCPI(x)
represents the eigenmode or the bound state which couples to Ok and 01. § 4. Quantum field theory-the case of bilocal field
We consider bilocal products of fields 1/l/(x)I/l/(y), I/lkf(X)I/l/(y)t, I/lkf(X)I/l/(y) etc., and the expectation values of these operators are taken as the order parameters. In the following we write any bilocal fields as l/li(x)l/liy) collectively. By the straightforward generalization of the preceding procedure, we are naturally led to the B-S equation.
The conventional approach for the study of the stability of the chosen solution expands the effective action around P,,=O where P" is the total momentum of the two particle system.
)-4)
Our approach here does not employ the expansion and discusses the complete eigenmode equation.
We first define
where (28) Introducing (29) we make the Legendre transform:
At j=O, cP becomes the propagators of the field I/l
The equation of motion for cP is given by
which is known to be the Schwinger-Dyson equation for cpiix, y). 
and the pole of G(4) in two particle channel represents the two particle eigenmode or the two particle bound state. For the time translation invariant solution ¢~~)(x -y), we can extract the two particle pole of W as in (19): We define
where r=x-y, r'=x'-y', X=(l/Z)(x+y)-(l/Z)(x'+y'), and we have defined q'r
= -q' r+qoro for q=(q, qo), r=(r, ro). Equation (36) is now diagonal in P=(P, w).
The state of the two particle eigenmode with energy nwo and the momentum P is denoted by IP, wo). Then we have
where gij= gij(P, q)
=j<p, wol T(¢i(X)¢J(y))10)e iQ '(X-Y)d 4 r x e-iP '(X+Y)/2 ,
= /<01 T( ¢i,(x')¢y(y')IP, wo)eiq"(X'-Y')d 4 r' x e iP '(X'+Y')/2 .
Since Eq. (36) is written in Fourier space by
As becomes zero at w= ±wo. For w= +wo, we have ~9iq)(Xo(w-WO)gi'y(P, q) while for W=-Wo, ~9iq)(Xo(w+wo)gu(P, q). Since ~9ix,y)~e±iWoXo, the stability in the time coordinate Xo requires Wo to be real. For the solutions without time translation invariance, we have to know the transformation matrix which diagonalize Eq. (33) in energy space, as has been done in Eq. (8) .
We next write explicitly Eq. (33) and show that it exactly coincides with the B-S equation for the two particle bound state. The Lagrangian is assumed for simplicity to contain only bosonic field <Pi(X) but the arguments apply to the case where fermionic fields are also present. The Lagrangian can in general be written in the form where the first term is the free part and L/ represents the interaction term. We adopt the new notation Du Example Consider the single component phonon field or the Higgs field Lagrangian in particle physics.
Here g is the coupling constant and co 2 ( -J7 2) determines the dispersion relation of the free if; particle which need not be specified for the moment.
We are interested in the case of the attractive interaction (g<O), where the instabilities are expected to occur in various channels. The method in this section enables us to study the instabilities in both one and two particle channels at the same time and we will see within the approximation adopted that as g is varied in such a way that the attractive force is increased, the stability in one particle channel is lost before the stability in the two particle channel. To the lowest order in g, y(2) of Eq. (38) is given by the familiar two loop vacuum graph (which looks like "8"), and is calculated to be
The solution D(O) depends on x -y only so we define D(O)(p) by
D(O)(p)= jd 4 (x-y)eiP,(X-Y)D(x-y),
where p stands for p,po and P·x=Pot-p·x. It is given by
where m is determined by the gap equation
We have assumed a small negative imaginary part for CO(p2).
(43) (44)
Let us consider the attractive case (g<O). As -g is increased, -m is increased accordingly and at some g=gc(l) «0), we have co 2 (0)+m=0. This gc(l) represents the critical coupling for the instability of the one particle channel. By Eq. (43), T(4) given in Eq. (42) is now, in our approximation,
T~~~; X',Y'= -(ig/2n)o4(x -y )04(X -X')04(X -y,) .
We take the Fourier transform of Eq. (41) which reduces to
Here we have defined the total momentum P and relative momentum q of the two particle system by P=(P/2)+q, k=(P/2)-q and
LlD(P, q)= jd 4 xd 4 yLlD(x, y)exp i{( f +q )x+( f -q )y}.
Equation (45) is diagonal in P, which is easily solved:
LlD(P, q)=constx (p02-a/(p2)-m)-1(ko 2 -a/(k 2 )-m)-l .
P is determined by
I-tnT (21l-)4 (Po2-a/(p2)-m) (ko 2 -a/(k 2 )-m) .
We put here P=O for simplicity then this takes the form
Let us suppose that at some g=ge(2)<O the energy of the bound state becomes zero. We assume that at g = ge (2) 
Let us multiply m(l) on both sides of this equation, then we get
where
But since O>m(2»m(l), it is easy to show that C<I/2. Therefore Eq. (46) is seen to be inconsistent with Eq. (44). We have to abandon the assumption g/2»g/O, leading to the conclusion that the instability of the one particle channel occurs first before the instability in two particle channel as we increase the magnitude of the attractive force. § 5. Quantum field theory at non-zero temperature --the case of local field
Next we consider a finite temperature system. The field variables are written as ljJi(X) symbolically as in the previous case. Now the expectation value of any operator involves both the quantum and statistical average. We assume that the system is at some instant of time in a mixed state described by the density matrix PH in the Heisenberg representation and the system develops in time according to the given Hamiltonian. Then the expectation value at the time t of any local operator AH(t) in Heisenberg representation is given as (we suppress x for simplicity),
<AH(t»=TrpHAH(t)=Trps(t)As{t) ,
where subscript s denotes the Schr6dinger representation. The operator As{t) has been assumed to contain the explicit time dependence. It is convenient to go over to the interaction representation splitting the total Hamiltonian Hs(t) into Ho+ LlHs(t) with Ho=lls{ -(0) and LlHs( -(0)=0. Our interaction representation is based on Ho. This choice of Ho is convenient for the practical use. We introduce the operators in the interaction representation,
AI(t)=exp( ~ Hot )As(t)ex p ( -~ Hot), U(t', t)= T exp-~ [t'LlHI(t")dt" .
Then we have (47) where PI( -(0) represents the statistical distribution at t= -00. We assume as usual that it is an equilibrium governed by the Hamiltonian Ho and assume PI( -(0) =exp( -/3Ho) with /3-1=kT where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Then the expectation values of any operators approach the equilibrium value for t = -00 so that our study of the instability problem is confined to the behavior at t= +00.
The path integral representation is easily obtained by the above expression as
Here L(l)(t)(VZ)(t), VP)(t» is the total Lagrangian of the system written in terms of <jJ(l)Ct)(<jJ(Z)(t), <jJ(P)(t». In Eq. (48), A/!)(t) is expressed by <jJ(1)(t) but we can use <jJ(2)(t) also. The integral f[ d<jJ(P)] is restricted by the periodicity condition <jJ(P)( -00 -i/3n) = <jJ(P)( -(0)
. For the subsequent discussions, these integrals are not essential so that we write Eq. (48) symbolically as
The functional integral is performed along the double time paths, the one from -00 to t and the other from t to -00.
If the temperature is absolute zero and if the ground state is not degenerate and is separated by a finite gap from the excited states, Eq. (49) becomes the well-known zero temperature formula:
<AH(t»=<oIU(oo, t)AICt)UCt, -oo)lo>l<oIU(oo, -(0)10>. (50)
Here 10> denotes the ground state. We have used this formula in Eq. (10) where a single straight path from -00 to 00 has been employed. 
This ¢k(X) is the well· defined physical quantity. Now the equation O'r/O'¢k(l)(x) =O'r/O'¢k(2)(X)=O is equivalent to (56)
which is our equation of motion to determine ¢k(X). Equation (56) is not of the form of the functional derivative of the action functional: A system with non-zero temperature is not a conservative system and the equation of motion cannot be derived from a variational principle in a strict sense. It should be modified as Eq. (56).
Let one of the solution of Eq. (56) be ¢k(O)(t) and write
¢k(t)=¢k(O)(t)+L1¢k(t) .
Then the equation for L1¢k(X) becomes
where for i, j=l or 2
The subscript 0 in Eq. (57) implies thatwe set ify(l) = c/P)= ify(O) there.
N ow we have an identity
where the summation over the indices j runs from 1 to 2 and w,
The factor ( -)j+l appears by the definition (53). Equation (57) 
By using Eqs. (58) and (60) it is relatively an easy matter to derive a relation
But since (62) where CT is the usual retarded function, we conclude that L1ifyk(Y) in Eq. (57) is proportional to the right eigenvector /;k(Y) of the pole of the retarded Green's function. This corresponds to the one-particle eigenmode as is well known. Consider the case where the time translation invariance holds. The appearance of the retarded Green's function here is reasonable since, as pointed out by Landau,S) it is CT, not CC for instance, that is analytic in the complex co-plane: The Fourier component C;;.z(co) = f eiwtCkl(t)dt is analytic for 1m co >0 if CT(t) does not blow up for t~ +00.
Suppose the solution cjJ/O) is independent of t and x and suppose the eigenstate giving the pole of C r is given by Ip, wo> with the energy liwo and the momentum P. Then we have, with P=(P, w), near the pole
and In> is the complete set of states of H o and liwn is the energy of these states. The eigenvalue equation we have to consider is (63) We see that ils vanishes at W=WO n. For W=Won, the eigenvector corresponding to the pole of cr is I;kO(P)rxO(w-won)lnk and for W=-Won, 6 0 (P) rx O(W+Won)fnk. In the continuum limit where the volume of the system goes to infinity these poles coalesce into the cut.
Let us study the case where, due to interaction, C r has an unstable pole in the complex w-plane.
Example We suppress the spatial coordinate and assume for cr, evaluated at cjJit) =cjJk(O) (or at jk(t)=O), the following form 
Therefore we have ils=-(w-wo)il l , I;kO(W) rx O(W-WO)''2.1Ukll;(l).
Here ill and 1;(1) are the eigenvalue and right eigenvector of Ckk' respectively and Ukl is some matrix. Thus I;k(t) has the form I;kO(t)~ Cke-iwot which decays at t -:-> + 00. Suppose the parameters contained in the theory are varied and Wo moves into the region Imwo>O. Then I;k(t) blows up for t-:-> +00. Our criterion for the stability of 6(O)(t) is that the pole of Cr(w) remains in the lower half w-plane -a well-known fact.
In the zero temperature limit, we recover the results of previous sections. By using the general formula (50) in this limit, it can be seen that iC r becomes identical to CC of Eq. (59). The direct way to obtain this result is to observe that We proceed to study the case where the bilocal fields are taken as the order parameters. The main purpose of this section is the derivation of the generalized B-S equation at non-zero temperature. This is of practical use of course but here the general discussions are given, leaving the application to the real problems for the future publications.
The bilocal field we choose is written by cjJ;(x)cjJ;(y) in general. We have to generalize the method of previous section slightly and introduce four kinds of sources rb(x, y) where a, b=l or 2. Define first W[]] by the path integral formula using the notation of Eq. (51): 
Therefore Eq. (66) 
¢7}(X, y)= e(yo-xo)¢U(x, y)+ e(xo-Yo)¢7)(x, y) ,
where the time component of x or y is denoted by Xo or Yo. Equation (69) where ("')0 signifies the value at I = 0, then the desired relations are Let us see the relation of our zero eigenvalue equation (76) to the Green's functions. We note the following identity, 80) where Cgtbo includes the operation of the transpose (ix)f-?(jy) otherwise it is a numerical constant, as is seen from Eq. (69). In Eq. (80) there is no summation on aobo. For the index ab=aobo we get, with no summation over aobo, the relation, It is easily seen that this has a support in the region where xo' and yo' are both smaller than max(xo, Yo). This serves as a generalized concept of the retarded property. (38) where D is generalized to a 2x2 matrix with D}j=Cf/x, y), Dg=Ct(x, y), D7J=Gij(x, y) and D7J=cf/x, y) and Tr now involves also the trace over this matrix indices. The vertex rule is slightly modified to include minus sign if the vertex refers to "2" of the upper index of Dfl. We can use this expansion rule for the discussion of non-zero temperature case just like the zero-temperature case. The SchwingerDyson equation for Bosonic case is, using the notation ¢'fl(x, y)=D'tl(x, y), (82) where Do -I = l/iliDo -I with Do the free propagator matrix. Denoting the solution to Eq. (82) by D(°l, we find the B-S equation 
